What is the role of clearing and forwarding agents in International Trade?

What is duty drawback helpful for an exporter?

What is pre-shipment inspection? How is it will

Differentiate PERA and PEMA.

All questions carry equal marks.

Answer any FIVE questions.
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7. Describe the tax incentives available to an exporter.

8. What is EOU?

   PART B — (5 x 10 = 50 marks)
   Answer any FIVE questions.
   All questions carry equal marks.

9. Give a brief account of the provisions for quality control and pre-shipment inspection in India.

10. Describe the salient features of EPZs/SEZs and examine their problem.

11. Give an critical account of Exim policy of India.

12. Write short notes on the following:
    (a) Actual user licensing
    (b) Replenishment licensing.

13. Describe excise clearance and customs formalities for exporting.


15. Discuss various duty exemption schemes available to an exporter.

16. Write short notes on the following:
    (a) Marine insurance
    (b) Forward exchange cover.
manufature and to improve its export (CGRRI) to develop and strengthen the leather industry, Government and agencies like the export task force. What measures should be taken by the leather industry partcularly in relation to challenges and prospects of the Indian hardware, advantages.
availability at low price of the chemicals needed for manufacture of leather goods. Compared to the situation in Italy, though Indian labour is cheap, Indian machinery and chemicals are not up the mark.

An interesting fact is that Italy which is an important supplier of leather goods in the western market, is one of the most important importers of leather items from India. Indian leather goods imported to Italy are stamped by Italian firms and re-exported to other countries without any further finish or packing. The re-exported goods fetch a better price.

What is worse is that foreign markers buy inferior grade leather from India and finish these for high priced items. Indian manufacturers are still unable to utilize such leather to their advantage. This is exactly the opposite in Holland or Italy where inferior grade leather is used in a big way.

In India nearly 70 per cent of the leather is used for making footwear in demand outside the country. Only 30 per cent is used for making shoes or shoe appears which fetch better remuneration. Indian makers do not seem to be keen to manufacture high priced goods because of the high risk at the demand for such items is not stable.

The Indian leather industry is predominantly in the small-scale sector. The power famine has hit the leather industry also. The small-scale units are not capable of mobilizing resources to purchase generators. Though some states like Uttar Pradesh subsidise the purchase of generators by tanners to the extent of 50 per cent this benefit is not available in all the states.

A new trend in leather manufacture in the developed countries is the use of computers for the simplification of existing machinery in the leather manufacture. Already micro-electronics is being applied to certain process of leather goods manufacture. The scale of operation and resources of the Indian units again pose a problem in respect of such modernization. Further if and when these electronic and computer controlled machinery are introduced in the third world countries, the cost differential will be less because operations will be less labour intensive.

Questions:

(a) Discuss the brand and pricing strategies appropriate to promote Indian leather goods in the international market.

(b) What can the leather export promotion council do to improve the image of Indian leather goods?